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JUVENALIA?
A Child’s View of
Earthseo
by
Dovid Wingrove

5

<AWOK; page 45)

oi a thing. So Kurrenkarnorruk had said to then, once,
their first night In the Tower; he newer repeated It,
but God did not forget hla words, 'Many a sage of
groat power,' he had aald, 'has spent bls whole life
to find out the naae of one single thing - one single
<AWOE; pages 56/7)

'Mo,' goes 11 said in her cold voice. 'They have no
gods. They work eagle and think they are gods thoneelves. But they are not. And whan they die, they
are not reborn. They becoae duet and bone, and their

'But what la this eagle they work?' Ahar asked, enthralled.
She did not reoesber having said once that she would
haws turned away and refused to look at the ships Iron
the Inner Lands. 'How do they do It? What does It do?'
'Tricks, deception. Jugglery,* Kossll said."
(TTOA; page 62)

"The truth was that she was afraid to face hla. She
was afraid of bls power,the arts he had used to enter
the Undertoab. the sorcery that kept that light burning.
And yet, was that ao such to be feared? The powers that
ruled la the dark places wore on her aldo, not hla."

God la noe hunted by his shadow and flees before it,
fesrlng to face It and be vanquished. Defeat would
leave the shadow in Bartbeea to do Irreversible dsnage.
He la biding his tine, waiting for the full assumption

so strong? Why could she not defeat him?"
(TTOA; page 99)
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Until thin point the emphasis has been on the individual,
and on the process of self-knowledge. Now. Le Guin
estenda this logically. Personal strength cones from within.
but nonetInes it is not enough:

The Farthest Shore is by tar the best written of these
three books. Le Guin ties together the diverse strands
she pulled from the cloth of her fantasy in the first
two books, and cones to grips with the nature of life
and death. Frankly, I was genuinely surprised by this
book. Her Imagery is at its strongest, and her use of
symbols without fault. The Farthest Shore tells of what
happens when balance fails and evil takes hold of
men's hearts. In A Wisard Of Barthsea Le Guin touched
upon death and the bold it has upon men. Here we sec
the hideous proof of that as men are promised immortality
in exchange for their souls. Mankind as Faust bowing
to Mephlstopheles in the form of the beckoning figure of
the Anti-King. Ged sets out with the pyng prince,
Arren. to seek the breach in the balance.
"'Do you think we will find what

Sparrowhawk ebook bis bead, perhaps meaning no, perhaps
meaning that he did no know.
plague, that drifts
from land to land, blighting the crops and the flocks
and men's spirits?'
'A pestilence is a notion of the great balance, of the
Equilibrium itself; this la different. There is the
stink of evil in it. We may suffer for it when the
balance of things rights itself, but we do not lose hope,
and forego art and forget the words of the Making.
Nature is not unnatural. Thia is not a righting of the
balance, but an upsetting of it. The® is only one creature
who can do that.'

•For life? But it isn't wrong to want to live?'

(TFS; page 43)

The quest is long and wo are witness to the self-doubts
and despair of both Mage and yojng prince. The reluctance

him. All around then is devay and lethargy; a lethargy
that threatens to spread to their own souls if they
succumb to the bait of immortality. Their journey
takes them to the far south and into the West Reach,
but their Journey is not only in the physical world.

The arid lands of death, briefly seen in A Wixard of
Barthsea, are here described in detail. The image of
the wall and the long, dry plains that lead ever down
ward into the cities of the dead under a dark low celling
models of the afterlife, but yet has its own unique aspects.
"The Dry Land", the penultimate chapter of The Farthest
Shore is a metaphor in itself; if life is purpose and

A GALACTIC
SYMPHONY
AN EVALUATION OF THE
CITIES IN FLIGHT
NOVELS OF JAMES BLISH

by

Martin I Ricketts

8
In terns of a muaical work rendered as literature.
Citlea in Plight la a (lactic symphony in four movements,
each movement exploring its own themes and moods, but
theme of the "Okies" - the flying cities (1).
Blish himself claimed that They Shall Have Stars is
a prologue to the series as a whole - and Indeed it
is, if Cities in FMght is viewed as a whole. But it

an almost perfect example of "muslc-as-literature".
It is in sonata-form " ... in which two strong but
contrasting ideas are developed at length and to
their logical conclusions, each one aided by the
light the other casts on it” <3). The two basic themes
are
drawn from Blish's early stories "Bridge" and
"At Death's Bnd". In the prelude the direction in
which they will be developed is implicit, especially
in its closing sentence, which might be regarded as
an elegant Exposition of the series as a whole: "Be
was thinking about an Immortal man, who flew from star
to star faster than light". Then comes the Development.
On garth a company called Pfltxner b Sons is developing
an antl-agathic (a longevity drug); in the Jovian
system a "bridge to nowhere" is being built and tested:
unknown to most of those working on it, it is part
of a search for an anti-gravity device. The leading
characters of each theme are doubtful of the need for
much of what is happening - doubt nurtured by the
secrecy that covers everything. Although the Cold
War still exists between the Soviet bloc and the West,
in each bloc the secret police have become so strong
that the two blocs are now almost identical. Senator
Bliss Wagoner realises that soon the Soviet bloc
will take over the West, and that the only chance for
freedom any nan will have is in space. Hence the
- need for an anti-gravity device and a longeovity
a viable and independent human existence in space.
Needless to say, they are discovered. As what might
be called the first "Okies" (this name seems to
apply equally well to the flying cities or their
inhabitants) prepare to depart, Wagoner decides to
stay behind. Near the end of the Recapitulation is
a moment that io both moving and haunting; Wagoner
now faces almost certain death, and as music it
would probably have been written in a minor key:

"'Why - did you do it, then?’ Paige said ...
'Why?* Wagoner said. 'You know the anwer to that . . .
you tell me what it is.' ...
■

'It's the thing that lures monkeys into cages ...

where he meets Mayor John Amalfi, the protagonist
of the next two novels, and becomes New York's
city manager. After A Life For The Stars nothing is
heard of deFord in Cities in Flight save for minor
references to the fact that the City Fathers - a network
of the city's work contract with a planet called Epoch.

The weight of the work is contained in Earthman Come Borne.
Although the theme and sone of particular incidents
are relevant to the series as a whole, it is somehow
not satisfying as a novel in its own right. It comes

stories - which is exactly what it is. Though such
is Blish's skill that only once is it readily apparent
only because of, as it were, a natural break. Apart
from the fact that all the episodes concern the
adventures of New York and its inhabitants, the theme
Thor V, a rogue Okie-city, committed a terrible atrocity.
This report is mentioned in passing several times through
out the novel. But only towards the end does the
opportunity - and the resolve? - come tor Nev York
to confront Thro V. It cannot therefore claim to have
instance, never really comes to grips with an idea,
but Just piles another one on top of it - this being
exactly the procedure of all the major Russian composers
from Glinka to Shostakovich". (3) Thus Blish himself,
comparing science fiction writers to composers. It
serves Just as well to sum up one's overall impression
of Earthman, Come Hone. The greatest fault of thia

Irritatingly, the characters are often set on courses
of action whose purpose and intent do not become

fully understood.
if tbeir actions at
the reader at least
Earthman, Come Homo
in Cities In Flight

Even in a murder mystery the

any time seem Incomprehensible,
knows what they are about. In
- and, to a lesser extent elsewhere
- be often does not.

and humour, but the narrative grips only Intermittently,
and becomes dull and pedestrian - even by Blish's
also contains some moments of gratuitous violence something unusual in Bllsb. Of all the novels it is
the most difficult to place In our musical analogy:
it is more like a suite than a movement of a symphony.

suppose that I'd call it Curiosity.'

Wagoner looked startled. 'Is that really what you
want to call it?' he said. 'Somehow it seems in
sufficient; I should have given it another name.
Perhaps you'll amend it later, somewhere, someday
out by Aldebaran."'

This novel has, to use Kingsley Amis's term "idea as
hero" - as have the other three. That is, characteris
ation is at a minimum simply because the characters
are secondary to the notion of the flying cities and
to the development of that notion. At times one
can't help feeling that such is a pity: there are
many dull moments in Cities in Fight that some
fulled characterisation might have enlivened. But
tie reader who likes his science fiction to be traditional
and highly Intelligent will not be disappointed.
The next movement is undoubtedly the scherso - the
light relief. Life For The Stars is a Juvenile

adult reader without harm to his enjoyment of the
series as a whole. (Conversely, it can be enjoyed
as a novel on its own, as can all the novels in the
sequence.) It concerns the improbable adventures of
a boy - Chris deFord - equally improbably press-ganged
into the city of Scranton as it is about to go "Okie".
At length be finds himself transferred to New York

make it overrated as a novel; as a collection of

classic than it la.
However, much of A Clash of Cymbals - the final novel Is exquisite. Here is the true Recapitulation:
the twin themes of immortality and unlimited space-

the end of the universe (and the start of several new
ones?). It etarta slowly, with a pdestrian pace of the
type we have become accustomed to with Blish, and
concerning Jorn the Warrior of God. Notwithstanding
Blish's comments in the Author's Note, the Judgment
of the editor who wished to cut from it all such
material was sound. Once the correct pace is attained,
however, we are carried more or less straight through
orchid to James Blish for giving us science fiction In
its purest form; the logical extrapolation of present
knowledge and probability so that the reader passes
without a quiver from the known to the unknown" was the
New York Herald Tribune's comment on They Shall Have
Stars; it is even more appropriate for A Clash Of Cymbals.
What matter that the characters tend to lecture each

s

CULTURE, ANARCHY
AND SF
A FEW LATE THOUGHTS ON
FRANKENSTEIN UNBOUND

by
Thus Joni, "telling the ehole story of Amalfi's life".
The universe ends in 4004 AD - no scoring millenia for
Bllsh; Cities in Flight Is no Lost And First Men. But
there is Irony here too: In another review of A Clash
Of Cymbals It has been pointed out that "4004 AD was
presumably the date tine began according to the Jesuits*
reasoning*'. (5)

(S)

Jim Goddard In Cypher 9 (March, 1973) published

galaxies of anti-matter, they existed only In some
unthinkable separate continuum where time and the
entropy gradient ran backwards", and on p 77: "Both

Brian Griffin
In 1973 two books were published which might not be
a very earneat survey of what might be called the State
of the Language, by a Lecturer In English Language
at University College, Swansea; while the other was
a wildly fantastic piece of sf. Irefer to Frankenstein
Unbound by Brian Aldiss, and The Survival Of English by
Ian Robinson (C.U.P.; paperback edition, £1.50).
Robinson is Influenced (greatly to his detriment) by
Dr. Leavls'B moral earnestness and cultural elitism,
while Aldiss’ background is, of course, solidly
sf: mo, apart from the coincidental fact that
Robinson holds the post once held at Swansea by
Kingsley Amis, what remote connection can there be
between them? Tet 1973, for me, marks the point at
which these two wll<^ opposite extremes met, with
revealing consequences. I'd like to sketch out some
of the implications, which I think are pretty vast.
First, then Ian Robinson's The Survival of English.
Robinson's message amounts Vtbis: that while we in
this country still go on mouthing words, we are losing
our language, which is a way of connecting events in
the world and thereby making sense of it. Ho is
uncomfortably convincing, too especially when be
produces samples from the press, the politicians, the
poets, and the New English Bible. It's only when he
produces bls universal panacea in the last chapter that
Robinson lets us down badly, for this turns out to be
no more than our old friend. Lit. Crit. (Leavia-style).
that we're in danger of ending up like the beast-men
on Dr. Moreau's island, after the doctor's demise ('Can
you imagine language, once clear-cut and exact, softening
and guttering, losing shape and import, becoming mere
lumps of sound again? ---- I realised more keenly
than ever what Moreau bad told me about the "stubborn
beast flesh".
They were reverting, and reverting
very rapidly ---".) 1 like to think of Professor
George Steiner as the Monkey Man who goes in for "big
thinks" but never actually says anything. Anyway,
Robinson says that this is the result of an eroding of
our "traditional value-forming elite", and the lack of
a convincing replacement.

Now here's Joe Bodenland, the hero of Aldiss's Frankenstein
Unbound, displaced from a benighted twenty-first
century, and talking with Lord Byron in the Villa
Dlodatl, near Geneva:

They are joined by Shelley:

IO
Only th* perspective* of the poet* «r* large: they
had * freedom and a joy in speculation--- oven when
the subject of speculation was a gloomy one--- which
steadied one's faith In human culture --- . Byron slouched
back in hl* chair, but Shelley never kept still.”

been blasted iron under our feet; and the consequences
are very strange. Perhaps all of European literature
springs from Christendom - that la. It either support*
It or reacts against It, often both at the ease tine.
In thia way the nedlaeval "alternative" religion of
Courtly Love, Mirroring Christianity, which strongly
coloured our attitude to women prior to the decbrletenlng,
started out ae an idealisation of adultery. And If all
European pro-modem literature springs from Christendom,

Aldlsa understands this, and applies it to the problee
he ha* aet himself in Frankenstein Onbound. Be asks
blmaelf, and forces us to ask, the question: what myth
can Shelley, Byron. Mary Godwin, Joe Boden land and the
Meanwhile, the ancient human mytbopoelc faculty survives,
because It la non-longuistlc. But it survives in a
world wherein th* connection between Myth and Cosmic
Fact is no longer evident.
No* Brian Aldlsa understands this very well; in fact his
Byron sums up the situation perfectly. "Mary Shelley?
No, sir, I refer to Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin. She
Is Shelley's mistress, not his wife. I thought that
much waa common knowledge. Wh*d'you take them for,
a pair of Christians? Though neither Shelley not she

embody such a eyth, using Mary Shelley's novel aa a
kind of mythical matrix; and as such it haunts the

mind at the expense of ay doctor's (Polldori'a)
body." Mary la, In fact, descending Into the ancient
mythical matrix - aeetblng, nightmarish. Inchoate - In
which all kind* of meanings can eb dimly apprehended
before dissolving back Into chaos. What Issues, If
original Innocence la gone) nor Christian. What, then?
The original Frankenstein Is a quest without any final
issue, and Brian Aldlss's novel Is even mor* so: all
kinds of meanings ar* potential, none becoming dominant.
But where** Mary Shelley’s story waa written almost
in a fit of absent-mindedness, Brian Aldlsa'* novel Is
a conscious attempt to jump the modern chasm between
Myth and Cosmle Fact. And being an honest agnostic,
be cannot pretend to finish this herculean teak: be can

p 29)
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SILVERBERG OLD
SILVERBERG NEW
by

Chris Evans .

Silverberg Cirri 1958

Hour of Lite and Death has the following ingredients:
population control, ftl travel, terraforming, immortality
and contact with aliens. That's a formidable array of
concepts for any writer to tackle, and Silverberg makes
CONT. P. 22

*13
PHILIP JOSE EARNER INTERVIEWED BY
DAVID PRINGLE (coni, fron p.29)

It hue that you orlwlnally

stutt In bls books. 1 knew Wollbels end Ace

DP:

OP: What's the third Volune to be called?

Didn't you feel bad about this self-

14

Athenian playwrights?

The
Infinity
Box

with the body beautiful. neve you any rationale
tor this obsession with the flesh?

SHAKESPEARE’S PLANET by Clifford D. Sleek;
Sidgwlck a Jeckson; London: 1077; 13.30; 188 pt;
ISBN 0-283-38373-0
Reviewed by John Clute

THE PECULIAR EXPLOITS OE BRIGADIER FTELLOWES
1077; C3.9S; 150 pp; ISBN 0-283-08372-8
Reviewed by John Clute

13
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THE NEXT ISSUE OF VECTOR IS DUE EARLT AUGUST
AND is THE N. JOHN HARRISON special issue,
contributions from HARRISON, NOORCOCK, CLUTE.
WINGROVE. PRINGLE and others.

VECTOR 85, DUE IN EARLY OCTOBER, MILL PROBABLY
(SEE. no rash promises) contain an interview
JOHN BUSH of GOLLANCZ, plus the usual
ROOD OF ARTICLES. REVIEWS AMI ARTWORF.

with

23

Maater of Lit# and Death: Sldgvlck h Jackaoa; London;
1977; 144 pp; S3.SO; ISBN 0-283-98370-1
Invadora from I arth: Sldgvlck 8 Jackaoa; London; 1977;
143 pp; 93.50; ISBN 0-283-98371-X
The Maaka of Tine: Taiideal; London; 1977; 352 pp; 80p;
ISBN 0-436-06445-3
The Man In The Maae: Tandem; London; 1977; 192 pp; 70p;
ISBN 0-436-05100-9
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ICAROMENIPPUS OR
THE FUTURE OF
SCIENCE FICTION

His answer to both of these questions was, of course,
no. The choice of Daedalus as the figuread of science
derived froa Haldane's distaste for the fact that the
role of the scientist in society was all too often

Brion M Stobleford

"Mr. Haldane's Daedalus.** Russell began, "has set forth

through the use of scientific discoveries to pronote
human happiness. Much as I should like to agree with
meats has node me somewhat sceptical. 1 an compelled
to fear that science will be used to pronote the

happy. Icarus, having been taught to fly by hla father
Daedalus, was destroyed by his rashness. I fear the
vane fate nay overtake the populations vhon nodem
men of science have taught to fly." (This, wo nust
renenber, was written twenty-two years before the
advent of the atonic bomb.)

the advance of Science was going to cure all the world*a
evils and brine about Utopia. Haldane recognised in
the intellectual clinate of the day a growing dissatlefact ion
with the way technology was reasking the world and a current
of anxiety about the kind of world scientific progress
would ultinately lead to. He began his essay with the
statenent of these doubts:

"Has mankind," he asked, "released from the wonb of
against bin, and nay at any nonent hurl bin into the
bottoalesa void? Or la Samuel Butler's even more

25

"It must be remembered that ve lira 1b an entirely naw
world. Two bundrod years ago, stories ot this kind

granted. Our entire node of living baa changed with
the present progress, and it is little wonder, there
fore, that many fantastic situations - inpoealble 100
years ago - are brought about today. It is in these
situations th* the new romancers find their greatest

advance, but these tended to fall into the categories
defined by the question with which Haldane had opened
his easay. Mainly, they worried about the possibility
of nan becoming so lazy and decadent through over
reliance on eachInes that he would end up a parasite.
Neither Huxley's emotional reaction to the effect that
a scientific "Utopia" would be Intolerable or Russell's
contradiction of the basic premise that eclentific

"Today h Tomorrow" essays is now long past. Few
people associated with the genre would sake such a
claim today - even the Illusion has faded away. It is
arguable that the futuriatic aspect of the stories
that were actually written in the thirties was never
important, and it is certainly true that the futuristic
quality of science fiction written today la sot. The
concept-space of the science fiction story has always
been purely hypothetical, and the labelling of the
milieu as "the future" or "another world" or "a parallel
universe" is merely a convenience. Prediction and
revelation are the business of propbeta, not writers of
fiction.

26
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c
First published in TOPICS, Spring 1876; University at Fort

---- B. M. Stebleford, February 1B76
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BRITISH SF:
AN AMERICAN VIEW
by

Cy

Chauvin

British it - during the New Wave period, 1964-1969 seemed to have ■ wore pronounced effect upon the
American aceno than It appears to have today. If you
asked the typical American fan what ho thought of the
state of preaent-day British sf, you would probably only
got a blank stare in reply. Since Mew Worlds and
Speculation have ceased regular publication, there aeema
no steady focal pointe on the Brltlah af econo, and it
la bard for the overseas reader to get a cohealve
picture, and it la dlatressing.
The picture we see la a fragmented one, a pussle:
isolated novels and even sore isolated short stories,
published by American firns and discussed in American

article in Algol entitled "Science Fiction aa gapIre”,
pointed out that each writer works independently, and
that we ehould examine and judge then as Individuals,
and not as part of a science fiction "empire". This
tends to be the way Aaorican readers treat sf from

There wore eoae real differences in the attitude end
Banner in which acience fiction waa approached in Britain
and the US during what has been called the "Now Wave"
period (1964-1969), During thia period, writera
began to look outaide af Bore for the atmrers to the
dissatisfaction they felt with the science fiction of
the tine, and aolutions differed radically in ABorlca
and Britain.
In the US. writera looked toward fantaay-Byth. Roger
Zelazny and Samuel R. Delany published major works,
and seened to be at the peak of their popularity. Other
writera like Harlan Zlliaon, Robert Silverberg, Avraa
Davidson, R. A. Lafferty, Jack Vance and Cordwalner
Smith were active. J. R. R. Tolkien, though a Brltlah
writer, bad bla firat wave of popularity in the US. And
Ursula Le Guin'a The Left Saad of Darkneaa, with its long

Mark Adlard brought up one in a letter to Vector. He
coepared two quotes, one by C. S. Lewis in Of Other

attitudes toward af - the "pulp" and largely American
tradition of Aainov, and the "Other" and mainly British
tradition represented by Lewis.
Asimov said: "The af written in the 40s became fact in
the 60s. When Armstrong stepped onto the moon, it
was justification of the work done by writera in John
Campbell's stable".

In terms of the science fiction of the 1930s and the 1940s.
(and perhaps even into the 1950s). Adlard makes a valid
distinction. Most of the sf of thst tiaw was written
as an ode to technology, and not centred around human
beings. In Britain, Adlard cites Stapledoo, Lewis,
Hurley and Orwell as coposing his "Other" tradition,

Adlard didn't mention: American sf of the time was
largely short stories, while the science fiction of
the four writers Adlard mentions are all novels.

conditioned by - what can one say? - honesty, perhaps:
by tbs evidence of one's own reason..." ("The Genesis
of Stand On Zanzibar and Digression into the Remainder
of its Pentateuch"; Extrapolation, May 1970, p 40).

28

The influence has drifted over to America, and is
particularly evident in Robert Sllverberg'e Dying
Inside and Joanna Russ's The yeasIs Ran (1S75). In
Dying Inside, telepathy is substituted in places where
other authors night use literary conventions, each as
changing point of view, strewn of consciousness, etc it is the devices of literature made real. In Russ's
persona), each from alternate worlds. The novel is
highly fregun tod: the viewpoints, the (alternate)
worldviews, change continually. The reader barely
gets one in focua end it changes. Both novels focus
on very contemporary probleu: Sllverberg, on the
feeling of alienation and problems of communication
betwon people (and contrary to what would seem

In Dying Inside, rather than asking his life happier),

(alternates are presented, sow very savage and violent).
The novels are filled with the driving pain (and Bou
tina joy) of the individual; they developed out of

the UX than in the US - Poul Anderson has quoted
Heinlein's axion on hoe we must compete for the reader's
"beer money" and thio requires that we be entertaining.

science fiction there's s little switch." (Algol, Sumur
1S76). It is not illusion; it is not (only) n symbol;

new areas for the writer to explore - most of which
fit the definition of sf. As the protagonist says in
Doria Lessing's The Golden Notebook: "I don't want to
be told when I wake up, terrlfed by a dream of total
annihilation, because of the H-bomb exploding, that
people felt that way about the crossbow. It isn't
true. There ie southing new in the world." (p 473)

Now thoughts,new feelings.

Changes in environment

seen to have been more concerned than their Anerican
counterparts in depicting this "southing new", and the
British writers have Influenced American af writers
(on a per capita compelson) far more than the reverse.
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PHILIP JOSE
FARMER
Interviewed

by

David Pringle

<(Copyright <c> 1977 David Pringle; Interview conducted
14th June. 1976)>
I'd like to start by asking a feu biographical qi*stions.
In Seekers of Tavrrou, Sot Moskouits say that you were
bom in 1910, luid a happy childhood, and your parents
were very religious. Be adds that, though you were
good at football, etc., you "suffered from a distinct
inferiority complex and an extra-rigid puritanical
streak". Any comments?

Uhy do you think relpion hoe played such a large part
in your fiction? Has it anything to do with your
background?

Perhaps that's a good statement of what your fiation
is about. It seems to be so rooted in childhood, in
a way. Adventure, romance, Tarsan of the Apes, and so
on. I:u seem to be trying to carry childhood wonder
on into adulthood...
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